BACK TO NATURE

#casbacktonature #casnatureplay

Bubbles
Making bubbles is good, clean fun.
First you will need
to make your
bubble solution.
What you will need:
3 cups water
1 cup liquid dish soap
1/2 cup glycerin or corn syrup
Mix ingredients together. It’s best to let your
bubble solution sit for a day or two.

Go Outside

Pour some bubble solution into a bowl and test your bubble wands.
Dip your wand into the solution until a thin film forms.
Gently blow on the film.
Which wand works the best?
Which wands make bigger bubbles?
Which wands make smaller bubbles?
Does the shape of the wand effect the shape of the bubble?
What’s inside
How long does a bubble last?
a bubble?
Do your bubbles float?
What happens when they fall to the ground?

You will need bubble wands for making your
bubbles. No bubble wand? No problem!
Anything with holes/slots can work.
Or make your own wand with wire, pipe
cleaners or straws/string.

Try holding a bubble with a dry hand.
With a wet hand. What happens?
Can you make a bubble with your hands?

You can make bubbles with a reusable straw.
Place your straw into the bubble solution and blow.
Just be careful—don’t inhale the solution!!

Make Bubble Art…...
Place a piece of white construction paper
onto a tray. Fill several small (8oz.) cups
with your bubble solution and add a few
drops of craft paint to each. Place a cup on
the paper and make bubbles with
a straw until they
overflow. Repeat
with another cup.
Find full directions here.

Take a photo of your bubble creations and share on
Facebook and Instagram using these hashtags:
#casbacktonature
#casnatureplay

Celebrate With Bubbles, Not Balloons!
Next time you celebrate do it with
bubbles, not balloons.
When you release helium balloons, they
go up, then eventually come down.
Discarded balloons pollute rivers
and seriously injure wildlife.
So celebrate with BUBBLES instead!

